AN ERETRIAN PROXENY DECREE
OF THE EARLY FIFTH CENTURY
In the AthenischeMitteilungen,LIX (1934), Dr. Werner Peek published, along with
twenty-seven other inscriptions, the Eretrian proxeny decree which is the subject of
this paper. His commentary is brief, and his restoration considerably different from
that proposed below.
The inscription was brought to Eretria in 1934 by the museum guard from the farm'
of the brothers Hv8v1taixoVI some five iniles east of the town. The nearest village was
called Mcayo'Xaby the guard, but appears on the maps as Kcww MdttovXa. The decree
is cut on a block of Pentelic marble 32 cm. high (not the original height), 23.2 wide
(original width), and 14 thick (original thickness). The top of the stone is preserved
back of the surface in such a way as to show that there was ample room for one line
above the first letters that remain, but not enough for two.
The letters are well cut, and clear where the surface of the stonie has not been
injured. Just below the middle of the text there is an erasure of some two lines above
which the order is irregular, but below which it is arotxydov. The letter forms (especially
M, N, +, and A) suggest a date in the first third of the fifth century, and the fact that
the oroty JdJvarrangement is not yet firmly established points to the same period.
Dr. Peek's restoration is as follows:
[NanmeTU225vtoEthni-]
'
[kon]t xa: w6t [Xorvy-]
[iv]aQayevoyd[VOl
]
M
XVQlt
Mextofffr
1wT[~[l
d-]
xveut
5

og cPv?4e!:

8Fft7VV[l-]

Vvoes : Hz,oUoavog yuv6g: vereal
1 This property belonged to the guiard's family, and he himself had known the stonie for some eighteen
years. He thought that it might have come originally from the ruins of an old church nearby, which I
visited with him, but I could find no other certainly ancient blocks except a late grave stele-the sill-block
of a little modern church-reading:
TAAAAI E

EOMr1NH?TOY
This inseription appears not to have been published hitherto.
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PI

]ri U6xa: I[Naine]l

[V*iratnV'oat
|w~v
10

Na-]

[me xat 8]tt |4otoe [r-]

xal [83-]
qreo?x~vovor

15

As this text differs considerably from the one proposed below, both in the readings
and in the supplements, it must be commented on in some detail. Since noticing
Dr. Peek's article I have been able to examine the stone again, and verify my readings.
Line 1. Peek's restoration depends on the supposed necessity of reading xarrdree
dde6q1 in lines 13-14: " wie seine Schwester . .., so mul3 sie vorher genannt sein."
See below, p. 277.
Line 2. [xavyt-]. Peek restores only four letters here in spite of the fact that exactly
the same space in the line below (line 3) is filled by five letters, three of them (M, N,
and 0), of the largest size. In lines 4, 5, 6, and 7 the same space is occupied by seven,
six, five, and six letters respectively.
Line 4. Peek explains *vetQ5as meaning "legal guardian " and as referring to the
XoeotPsa'eta'sbrother.
Lines 8, 9, and 10. Peek's restoration of the rasura leaves only eight or nine letterspaces for two names, which is a very improbably short allowance. Nor does his
theory that the ddseApwas a " Xoeotp)ikceta oder eine Dichterin . ." who " hat sich
explain why Xat"
spater einmal mil3liebig gemacht, und man hat ihren Namen getilgt
lvat was erased as well. I was unable to find any traces of the vat which he reads-with
hesitation-in the end of the rasura.
Line 11. Peek's reading is [T]4PXXv[i]o. But this name is not otherwise attested,
the third letter is quite certainly iota, and the stone is so far preserved that the crossbar of a tau should appear quite clearly. There is no trace of it.
Lin?e12. The final tpsilon restored by Peek and necessary to the sense, must have
been omitted by the stone-cutter. The available space after the alpha of Xa' is exactly
the same as after the final IV of line 11. In line 11 only two letters filled this space
whereas in line 12 one would expect three-xcad [et-]. But the surface seems sufficiently
preserved to show that the epsilon was not crowded back against the iota, and indeed
the corner of this epsilon seems to be visible directly under the final 0 of the line above.
In short there is no room for the upsilon, and we have here either a case of careless
1 He does not remark that it is surprising to find such a person publicly honoured at so early a date.
His parallels are from the first century B.c. for the Xoeoia'AteLa (S.ILG.,3 738) and from the end of the

third century for the " Dichterin " (I.G., IX, 2, 62 and S. E.G., II, 263).
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omission, or an example of that Ionic suppression of the v of 8v before a vowel hitherto
so doubtfully attested by inscriptions-the only clear example is 'EaRxhYg' on one of
the tablets from Styra.
Line 13.

Peek restores

&Y6T

[x]aTr[ai[cw]Je

Of[1]T[6iTrat].

Close examination

has

convinced me that the first word is xat and that the iota is certain, although there is
an injury to the stone which makes it very easy to mistake the letter for a tau. The
restoration [X]ar4[&r8]JQis one letter too long and is consequently impossible in this
ovotZryoYvsection of the inscription-it was doubtless made on the supposed analogy of
'crr
never occurs in Ionic, and XaTcrd7Q2 only in
line 12. In any case the form xarTa
East Ionic, never in the Western Ionic of Euboea, which was characterized by the
retention of the rough breathing. xa0a're occurs in the Eretrian decree honouring
Herakleitos of Tarentum (ca. 360), I. G., XII, 9, 18717.
Line 14. I could find no least trace either of the ailpha or of the tau which Peek
hesitantly reads in

[1]

]

could surely not be used without the article in the phrase xaOcm.eQ
Finally d&XeR59
addeRx atdTETal.

The following is the restoration which I wish to propose instead:3
["Moorep

: th

[XZ]t : xat

lSo-]

&

Edekyot]

[7r] OQayevopeE[VOl]

CVOlM8XLoff7
[lcY-]
5

og

IVt4g

[8J ftSl

[u-]

: [H]ea6'v8vovWg
og tav6g : 'eVdQLt
[] Tr, j,o?
10

[[ [QV[torra-]
X

[eUEV xetx5vio]

: [It-]

]]
[QO6feVOVfl]

Qlf [U]

Ole'Xev Xetx5vio
Ire6Xerop : xxa^ e(i>-)
eeyi,ar+ .o!xt[ Cov"?]
15

vacat or eel?

at least seems certain, and gives
Lines 1, 2, andI3. In these three lines raeQayevoldv5t
a line of thirteen letters as in line 6. Most of the lines, however, have fourteen letters,
1 I. G., XII, 9, 5689. Cf. Blass, Ober die Ausspr.ache des Griechischen, p. 68 (of 'Ea x6es he asks
"Nachldissigkeit?"), Smyth, ikhe Greek Dialects: Ionic, ? 248, and Collitz, Giiechische Dialekt-Inschr^iften,
IV, 4, p. 923.
2 E.g. at Priene and Halicarnassus, and in Herodotus.
rThroughoLitmy work on this inscription I have had the valuable privilege of discussing doubtful
points with Mr. Sterling Dow of the AmnericanSchool at Athens.
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and as the extant part of line 2 contains almost a full letter more than the corresponding
section of line 3, line 2 in all probability originally contained the regular fourteen letters.
The preserved letters suggest the common introductory formula 'OoZaev 14 flotgt xaCtT&
U4tot which fits the space well with twelve letters in line 1 and fourteen in line 2.
There is a vertical mark on the stone just above the kappa of xat, which is probably
the bottom of the + but seemed hardly certain enough to be included in the text. The
fact that line 1 has only twelve letters is to be accounted for by its greater proportion
of wide letters,1 and by the interpunct which is probably to be restored after aiYoxuv.2
Elsewhere in the first half of this inscription the interpuncts follow I or %-the two
smallest letters-and crowd the letters which they follow in such a way as not to
increase the length of the line at all. But in line 1 the interpunct follows N, the widest
of all the letters, and precedes T whose centimetre-long cross-bar could not be interfered with. It is probable, therefore, that it took a whole space, like the interpuncts
of the second half, which also follow n,u's.
Perhaps, as Kinch suggests,3 the fact that the /iov2' alone is mentioned in the
Hegelochos proxeny decree of 411 (I.G., XII, 9, 187) shows that Eretria, newly freed
from Athenian domination, was at that date an oligarchy, but in any case the mention
here of both /iov2' and 3iliog shows certainly what has hitherto been assumed without
proof, that in the early fifth century the city was a democracy.4
Line 3. There are no exact parallels for Jk'Ol ffQaecyvoyevOtxveitO, " the demos being
in regular session," but that is not strange considering the date of the inscription-the
phrase must have been the early Eretrian equivalent in some sense of the later Athenian
exx'ia'

xvQew.

1 In the first and irregular part of this inscription, the size of the individual letters has a definite
influence on the number in a line. E, I, and %are regularly half a centimetre or less in width, while
0, A, M, and N, are from 1.1 to 1.7 centimetres wide. Line 4 with seven small letters as against three
large ones has a total of fifteen. Line 6, with only four small letters and three large ones, has thirteen.
In line 1 there are five small to four large, and a total of twelve plus the interpunct.
2 Inscriptions with both interpuncts and introductory formula:
1. Salamis Decree. l.G., 12, 1. Tod, 11 (Late 6th cent.).
[
yo6
Fat' 1

1. ''E(Yoo/dEvt d0

11......

cCQXO[Tt
12. Ev [brj]J -Tr [

-]

2. Hekatompedon Inscription. IG., 12, 3/4 (485/4 B.C.).
Tt
26. TOCVI''EoaE7v
6[itot
ir]i 6t[I.G., 12,5 (ca. 475).
3. Inscription "De Ludis Eleusiniis."
1.

fdFoxa]oV

[T

Zt

/Ol3t]

OXl

[rT]OL Jagyot

These three decrees are apparently the only available parallels.
Arch6ologique de Rhodes, 3i-em Rapport, 1905, p. 46.
3 Exploration
tx,Oviiv
Cf. Arist. Pol. 1306a 35: xaC'tl
Tiqv v 'EQETQI(aJ' 031tyaOXIv rTv TCovhuEwv AtalyQc 0CT&;VxTV
7cEt
ydetov. But there is no indication of date. Gilbert, referring to a quite inconclusive passage in
Herodotus, assumed that the change predated the Persian wars (" Nach Her. 6. 100, 101 scheint 490 in
Eretria Demokratie geherrscht zu haben." Handb. der Griech. Staatsalterthilner, II, p. 67, n. 1), and Newman,
commenting on the statement in the Politics, repeats his opinion without comment. The conjecture may
well be right, but there is still no proof.
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Lines 4 and 5. Next, clearly, comes the name of a tribe in the genitive, followed by
.zt1ieV . e8ove8g. Remembering that intervocalic rhotacism' was an Eretrian characteristic,
there is no difficulty in recognising the word t?l[trvt8voViUr. The verb appears first at Delphi
in 345/4 (S.1.GG,324196) and is always used in the sense of " to be an 1UlgvOQ " once
with r-g 'xxb;a'ag added (at Istropolis, in the first century B.C., S.I.G.,3 7082). i vtlog
first occurs, ca. 450 B.C., in the Milesian law against tyrants (S. I. G.,3 585 and , and

Tod, 35), where Wilamowitz's note is "Atticorum eravieig," and where the context shows
that the EIrunvot in question must be a panel of the democratic government, in office
for a month. Whether, as was apparently the case here in Eretria, the members of the
monthly committee all belonged to the same tribe does not appear. 01ipvieV( is not a
common verb-though not exactly rare-and it is interesting to find it occurring again
at Eretria, somne two hundred years later, when eight 8SltltrYt VO;T8gwhose office is somewhat obscure (Papadakis considers that they are the same as the !reo,0ovXot
and equates
them with the Attic 7rQvrawev`ovre6),
appear beside the archon and the scribe in the
preamble of a third-century ephebic list.2 They may well represent a survival of the
same political institution, in a doubtless considerably modified form.
This certain instance of rhotacism is interesting as being a little earlier than any
of the other known examples. Indeed Smyth says (op.cit., ? 331): "We may place the
introduction of rhotacism in Euboia in the middle of the fifth century before Christ."
It must now be put perhaps fifty years earlier.
Line 4. The name of the tribe is clearly M'I;.4
This name occurs in Euboea
in three other places: (a) As the name of the mountain, Mczxwroc,5about the identification
of which there is some doubt. (b) As the naine of a deme of Histiaia (I. G., XII, 9, 118931
and 32) in the late second century; Geyer' reasonably conjectures that this deme was
on the slopes of Makistos, on the analogy of other Euboean towns which take their
Plato attributes finial rhotacism to the Eretrians-o7aao

ovvIJtt60rr rp acvrp qjyEu; wdv cpay-EvaxA(Cratylus, 434c)-but
there have hitherto been no examples in the inscriptions. Cf. Smyth, The Greek Dialects: ronic, ? 332. But see note on line 14, and compare Buck, Greek
Dialects, ? 97, note a, who cites 0'7rwo l'iv (intervocalic) = I.G., XIl, 9, 189.
2
>4X AO., 1915, p. 171.
3
There is no example of rhotacism in the tablets from Styra (vi-v cent.).
4 The doubling of the first sigma is a common enough device to show
that the letter was pronounced
with each syllable-cf.
Buck, Greek Dialects, ? 89, and Smyth, op. cit., ? 374. Numerous examples might
be cited, e.g., an early inscription from Karystos, I.G., XIl, 9, 41-['4]QtUaoY8vEg;
and the word 'IYa(Ttatx
in the text of the treaty concluded about 400 B.C. betweein Eretria and Histiaia, I.G., XII, 9, 188. For the
form of the genitive cf. Buck, op. cit., ? 109, 5: "A transfer " (i.e. from the -ts, -to;g -tl -tv declension) "to the
type -tg, -tdo;, as frequently in Attic, is characteristic of Euboean proper names in -tS, as AnoXaceidFog."
5 Aeschylus,
Agamzemnon, 289:
QOT'S 'EQETo6?6d E axXieo'i;

tIrXfi

XOQEVTOf

.a.c C

a;....

O?AaS waQayydIaUCaL
MaxlaTov aXo0a7s.

The passage occurs in the description of the beacon
other dialects appears in Ionic, of course, as n.
6

chain announcing

the fall of Troy.

The long a of

Fritz Geyer, Topographie utnd Geschichteder Insel Euboiat, Berlin, 1903, p. 88.
19
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names from the mountains on which they stand. If this connection is justified it fixes
Mt. Makistos in the northern half of the island, and lends weight to the usual identification
of it with Kandili.' And (c) as a personal name in a third-century Eretrian list of
All of these names may
soldiers-I. G., XII, 9, 245 a82: JoeonhYdrj Mrixtrodwo,govztg.
find their common source in the name of some local Euboean hero-perhaps that Mekisteus
who, according to some,2 was one of the Seven aglainst Thebes, and whose connection
with Euboea has already been suggested.3
Line 6. The next two phrases clearly give the date, by month and day. The montn
HgatnV'4

iS

not otherwise attested for Eretria, but occurs in Tenos-which was once

under Eretrian sway 5 and which shows parallels to three of the other four known
Eretrian months'-as
well as at various places in Asia Minor. Hera had a festival as
well as a month at Eretria (I. G., XII, 9, 18927).
the surface
Line 8. There is, curiously, no trace of the first letter-epsilon-although
it
if
it
had
been engraved.
seems to be well enough preserved to show
Lines 8, 9, and 10. Here the text is initerrupted by a neat erasure-an erasure so
smooth and shallow as to be hardly noticeable, and yet so thorough that no trace of
the original letters can be discovered in it. It comes just where one would expect to
curious omission
find the orator's name, which does not occur elsewhere in the text-a
in so full a preamble. One is tempted also to supply z4Yax in the space thus available,
for the second part of the inscription lacks a verb. But why should the name of the
orator, and the word ?1'rl, have been erased? And are not 29 or 30 letter-spaces too
In commenting
An identification rejected by Peek. wlho does not, howvever, notice this argument.
on MEXtof-[t]Jog (pvXZgI have, for the sake of completeness, to some extent repeated Peek.
2 Apollodovos,
III, 6, 3: -tv5 dE TvdYa aEv xac lloXvvEdiv o0V xa-raet oiol, (VYXaTclXYOVOrtJ To7;
E XFta ~Ei1-oxlov "'Idpog- xa' Mqxta-rFa.
3 "4Erseheint M. in dieser Sage als Argiver,
so ist seine ursprtingliche Heimat vermutlichl zu suchen
in Euboia." Tambornino in Pauly-Wissowa, Realenc., s.v.
of ca before a vowel is very frequent
4 The spelling
BEoa6v is natural enlough, for the loss of the
DI)ecretum de Artein all three branches of Ionic-v. Smyth, op. cit., ? 209. Cf. 'HoUXw in the Eretrian
inisiis " (4th century), I.G., XlI, 9, 18927.
o Strabo, X, ch. 448.
6 The known months of Tenos and of Eretria are the following:
Eretria
Tenos
1 47UWalw'v
cHeatw'v
2. 'HIItcav
3.

Bovcpo v6tv

4.

[KvCvotiptv?]

5.

fCaTOVQt.JV

>47TOVQtw'1

6.

HoatJYEl,v
7. [E-Avnimv?]

_Anvac(OV

8.

4V&EaTrqQtV

'v-caiqTQtWV

9.
10.
11.

[ Tcive5v

12.

'ElEct,91vatlZ'

A{2TEynatau6v

?]

EaQeYnI?vc
.171(t.(O)V
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much for such a supplement at a date when orators invariably appeared without either
patronymic or demotic? Moreover, so neat a rasura is very unlikely to have been
due to spite, or even to official damnnationwemoriae,of which there are, in any case, no
instances until much later; a mistake on the part of the stone-cutter would seem a more
reasonable explanation of it. The most painstaking search for traces of the original
letters reveals only one stroke-the
first, which is oblique as in allpha or delta. And
there is certainly a clear trace of a punctuation sign above the signma of dit;ore1 v.
Perhaps when he had finished engraving the date, the stone-cutter accidentally skipped
the name of the orator, and edlrl, and had cut:

rozXVela
6RPvXelxovio: Ir
Q?Xaevov:
(29 letters counting the first interpunct as one) before realising his mistake ancl deciding
to erase the letters.'
Then, lacking the tools for final smoothing, or feelinig that
Aristotle's name should be written clearly on the true surface, he2 continues from the
end of his rasura, leaving it to be filled-more or less incompletely-by
the name of
the orator and the necessary elCat.3 The rasura was never filled. This solution of the
problem is, of course, only a conjectuire, but it is simple, and it fulfills the conditions.
Line 11. Xetvioo-the
name X&iXditog does not appear to occulr elsewlhere, although
X8iXcov is common, and the termination -iLob
occurs occasionally-e.g.
?dmo{2n'Ptoc,
Hcatcvtog, Te8acwn'viog,etc. The surface is badly injured in the first letter-space, but it
is perhaps possible to see the horizontal cross-bar of the chi.
Line 12. (v). See the commentary on Peek's restoration of the line.
Lines 13 and 14.
depe. . is not, in all probability, a feminine, but merely the
Ionic form of a82 p0g.4 On the analogy of other proxeny decrees, zat' u6g adeie6s av
Cf. the Oropos proxeny decree IG., VII, 353 (3rd century).
[xoc]

oixtce5

Line 8 reads:

x/0To l|v xcd WaoTsAItalcxac dav-

and Dittenberger remarks: "Vs. 8 quae lineis circuimiscripsi, Lollingius in rasura rescripta esse testatur,
quiia isopolitiae mentio quLadratarii neglegentia omissa fuisset."
2 It is possible
that the inscription was finislhed by a different stone-cultter-perlhaps
as a result of
this mistake. There are the following differences in the script above and below the erasuLre:
(a) The letters are arranged irregularly above, oTotXdO6v below.
(b) The inteipuncts are crowded against the letters whichl they follow above, buit have a whole space
to themselves below.
(c) The one gannna above the erasuLre is written: F, the one below: A.
(d) Ni above the erasure appears as N and as N; below it is always /v (5 times).
The other letters are, however, as far as one can tell, exact]y the same, and Mr. Sterling Dow, who has
examined the squeeze, is convinced that both parts werc engraved by the same man.
3 There are numerous examples in Attic inscriptions of rasurae made to receive corrections whichl, for
one reason or another, were never engraved.
4 In Homer the word appears in two forms only-d sApSO' and dJOcpEto'';. In Herodotus thle only
form is dd'sXmEo'g,
which exhibits the complete declension witlh the E before the ending. In Ionic inscrip19*
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But there is one letter-space too many between the tau of
or6 and the a of a'd2660`g. We must consequently read either xa' 'vot- adeXeol or xat
Toig qdex&g (or 82d8o'bg), in which case we have here an example of the occasional
appearance in early Ionic of monophthongal oU represented on the stone by ov instead
of by the more usual o. There seem to be only two parallel cases in Ionic inscriptionsIvov in -line 13 of the decree of Amphipolis exiling Philo and Stratokles1 and flaQe#eovg
in line 27 of the well-known Tean public imprecations.2 The choice between these two
readings would be easily made in favour of the dative were it not for the possibility
that the next line was uninscribed.
e.-The faint but convincing rho with which the line begins is interesting. It appears
to be the only example on stone of the final rhotacismnattributed by Plato and others
to the Eretrians-cf. the note on p. 279.
Line 15 presents a difficult problem, for it appears to read . FQ!vacat. The E and e are
very doubtful, but the iota is either a letter or a most deceptive scratch. In the fifth
letter-space the surface is almost perfectly preserved, and it seems incredible that a letter
could ever have been cut there. As, however, the inscription cannot be restored if it
would be expected here.

read either:

13
14
15

xQY8T8V

at 4o [0t]

13

Qaf582f8[Og ....
.
vacat

or

14
15

8QYT8V

xZat

4[ov]

aavcve[og avro

or ovg avco]

a vacat

line 15 must have been either entirely uninscribed or else there must have been a letter
in the fifth space. I do not think that in the present state of the stone it is possible
to decide between these alternatives and the impossibility carries with it the impossibility
of deciding between Tole cMXp8o-t and srore dd,2xe&g (or -ovs).
On the right hand side of the stone, reading down, and beginning 10 centimetres
from the top is the following inscription:
1

%ataYoe
8UyOTJ3
8r0vex

dvo [C
5

tv:

Tax

vacat
ot6ee

:T3

tions the forms 'ddrTpe6
[E] (Ionia 5th centtury, Collitz-Bechtel, Griechische Dialekt-lItschriften, 5571) and
M)X[pE] o; are certainly attested (Delos 5th centtury, E. Schwyzer, Dialectorum Graecarumn
Efxempla Epia' Xo#aEv
graphica Potiora, no. 782). oJcdtaov; occurs in ArchiloclhLis:. . . oYcaRov;d' dacp' zvi&vi
I wv?yovag
(Hiller-Crusius, Anth. Lyr., Arch., 9 [55]).
1 Schwyzer, I)alect. Graec.Ex., 799, wrongly prints TO.
2 Tod, 23. S.I.G.,3 37, 38. Cf. Smyth, op. cit., ? 251. An interesting example in early Attic has recently
appeared in a 6th century dedication fotund on the north slope of the Acropolis by Dr. Oscar Broneer,
where line 2 reads: ... a'o[[v]]yvQtov(Hesperia, IV [1935], p. 148).
3 Not $, as read by Peek.
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It is in the same hand as the face inscription-the resemblance to the lower half is
especially close-although the letters are perhaps slightly smaller; if the face inscription
is complete at line 14 and the side inseription extended no farther, there could have
been only about three letters more in each line, but there must of course have been
more than that. The six lines fill all the available vertical space.
As the sums involved seem large for a gift, and as some god seems to receive
a tithe, we are here, in all probability, dealing with a penalty, perhaps intended to
protect the life of the new proxenos. One is tempted to compare the treaty between
Eretria and Histiaial (ca. 400 B.C.) where lines 10-15 read:

ag ec
dmou'V0)QV
Txx
TL',
v 68Vza
rca05noaivWQ1v
Tauag
a Twaxcvrw
avrCa T6V JC JF^x
I
tcC
v To\ , tJ,nrcarov
I6QOVetVat TOf

'A4oJatoog

and numerotus other inscriptions2 containing similar provisions. Lines 4-5 might be
restored somewhat as follows:
dVO: x&[Xav'Tra: dMorTIV'O:

lV Ta[avl?ov t

Ol

rd

tOV J8 dvo-]
EXluhXxar]3

ca. 30 spaces.

ca. 30 spaces.

After line 5 there was left one line uninscribed, and the final line of the text of the
lateral face thus stands by itself. It should probably be restored independently of what
precedes, and I sufggest
T[6 2'ro'xvog (?) hU ntX6 6'EoT]
hieQe-"[:

ca. 28 spaces.

The stele was to be set up in a precinct and thus committed to divine protection.
This was, in fact, not an unusual practice with proxeny decrees.
In concltusion, and to recapitulate the foregoing rather detailed discussion, this inscription is of special interest on several counts. It provides two new definite facts-the
name of a tribe where none was known before, and the name of a fifth Eretriall month.
And it is interesting to have evidence of tribal organisation at Eretria in the early fifth
century. Of minor importaice, perhaps, is the earlier date for the introduction of
rhotacism into Eretria, and the provision of additional evidence for Mekisteus' connection with Euboea.
1 1G.) XII,
97 188.

E.g., IG.,
These few
against homicide,
Antichi, XX, pp.
2

3

X11, 87 26711: [Xt16)ovg orcTn-a;
o&pETW IEQOV; -7n 1UwoUXJ.e....
recognizable words also strongly recall the muLtilated fragments of a 6th centuLry law
written in the Chalcidian dialect and script, from a Sicilian site, published in Monurmenti
830ff.
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The inscription is, by about a quarter of a century, the earliest proxeny decree in
was at least
existence,' although it has been known that the institution of the reo$EVke
as early as the beginning of the fifth century.2
Its greatest interest, however, lies in the fact that it is the earliest Eretrian decree
by more than fifty years, and in the occurrence of the formula 'YoXuevwhl foXh zatilOt
Jetoi, which may be taken as proof that at the date of publication Eretria was a democracy.
We have thus a terminus ante quem for the overthrow of the oligarchy by Diagoras.
I

The earliest proxeny decrees known hitherto are IG., J2, 27, 28, and 36, all of which are to be dated
about the middle of the 5th centtury. Cf. Monceaux, Les Proxinies Grecqutes,p. 69.
2 See especially Herodotus, VIII, 136: Mca 'iog. ....
Eyyslov ? A%vc 'A2 cvQdeovTOV AIVVTEW
,yvv
7CV&OYEVO;

OT6 XQOdElVO2

TE Eii?

Xal

EV'EQYETn;.
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